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Please look forward to the global leap of 
customer-oriented APPSKING based on "speed," 

"accuracy" and "professionalism" 

GREETING 

FOR GLOBAL APPSKING 
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HCI 

Values Innovation 

Customer-Centered Trust 

We will take a leap to become a company that will create a future where we can win-win 

by connecting people to people and people to virtual space, by providing differentiated 

value to customers through advanced technology, challenge and customer-oriented 

innovative thinking based on trust and by creating an ecological environment in which 

anyone can easily create and use mobile apps.  

VISION 

Speed 

Accurate Profession
alism 
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APPSKING with 

‘speed’, ’accuracy’, ’professionalism’ 

Collection, analysis, reprocessing and sales of sports big data 

Have AI technology for large data processing 

Running a sports portal 

Running e-sports professional game team 

Create multi-channel network, customized responsive website, apps, mobile 

sites and build and run servers 

Solution production and sales 

Company Name: APPSKING Co., Ltd. 

CEO: Danam Kim 

Business Areas 

Knowledge-based services, Artificial 

Intelligence, Big Data, Data Mining 

Number of employees: 19 

Established date: February 22, 2016 

Certification: KS Q ISO 9001: 2015 

                  ISO 9001: 2015 

Headquarter: 720-9 Yeoksam-dong, 

Gangnam-gu, Seoul Starting B / L 7F 

Main Phone: 02-569-5701 

Fax: 02-569-5702 
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BUSINESS INFO 

Website: http://appsking.net 



Take-off Period 

2017.  01 New technology recognized 
                (verification on technology) 
 
2017.  02 Head office relocation 
                 720-9 Yeoksam-dong, 
                 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 
                 7th Floor of Starting Building 
 

2017.  03  3 patents for big data 
                 Registered service and trademark 
                 Partnership with Dankook University 
                 IR recommended by  
                 Korea Growth Investment Corp 
 
2017.  05 KISED Start-up Leaders University 
                 Dankook University Technological 
                 Startup(Selected as scouter) Registered  
                 Ddagoyo Pick(Patent-base) on Androids  
                 Contracted with Naver for contents  
                 distribution 

2017.  06 Verified venture company in  
                technology by TIPA 
                Registered copyrights and program 
 
2017.  07 Registered patents for big data 
 
2017.  10 Registered patents for big data 
                 Verified as top company by Nice Info 
2017.  11 Ddagoyo Pick became paid app 
                 Released app for Androids 
 
2017.  12 ISO  eSports Pro Team 
                Completed additional evaluation for 
                data mining 

Developmental Period 

2014. 01 Started researching and developing 
 
2016. 02 Established APPSKING. Co., Ltd. 
 
2016. 05 Developed portal site for sports 
               Developed technology for picks 
 

2016. 06 Registered for patents and trademarks 
                Registered program and copyrights 
 
2016.  08 Founded APK Prince eSports Pro Teams  
2016.  11 Verified top company through assessment of technology Established affiliated research center 
2016.  12 KS Q ISO 9001:2009 /  ISO 9001:2008 

Analysis Accuracy of Sports Big Data 
Predict Result of Big Data Sports  
Predict Result of Sports Game with Intelligent 
Analysis Data  

Big Data AI Platform 
Result Prediction of 2018 Russia World Cup 

 Recent major media articles 
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2018.  01   Registered 2 patents on big data 

                  Released iOS app for Ddagoyo Pick 

 

2018.  03   Contracted as designated consultant with IBKS 

                  Contracted as supervisor of KOSDAQ with IKBS 

                  Opened Ddagoyo Sports Portal 

 

2018.  05   

 

2018.  06   Grand Prize in Korea Innovative Frontier Award 

                  Grand Prize in Excellent Patent of Korea  

                  Applied patent for auto-compiling news articles 

                  MOU Contract for auto-manufacturing of robot articles (OSEN) 

 

2018, 09   Fortune / Lotto app renewal and iPhone release 

                 Partnership with Chunnam Techno University for eSports 

 

2018. 10  PUBG APK PRINCE Sponsorship for Naming 

 

2018. 11  Completed patent on big data(automatic writing of news articles 

 

2018. 12  Selected as family-friendly company(MOGEF) 

 

2019. 01  Established APK PRINCE PUBG Pro Team 

                 eSports exchanges with  KBS Sports Academy 
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INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY 
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2016.12 

2016.07 

2016.11 

Applied for patent 
Server that offers methods to predict winner in sports games and virtual profit 
games using the methods 

2017.03 Applied for patent 
Systems and methods offering analyzing interface for predictions on games using data 
mining based on sports Big Data 
Time-series analysis system and method using data mining based on gathering and 
relation rules in Big Data environment 
Prediction system and methods using Big Data based on data mining 

2017.03 Partnership with Dankook University  
Completed registering for service and trademarks 
Recommended as a Korea Growth Finance Institute IR 

New Technology Recognition (Verified Technology)  

KS Q ISO 9001:2009 / ISO 9001:2008 

Established APPSKING Co., Ltd.’s affiliated research center, certified as top 
company by NICE Technology Evaluation 

2017.01 

2017.05 KISED Start-up Leaders University Dankook University Technological Startup 
(Selected as scouter) 

2016.06-07 Full Copyright Registration for homepage  
Registered trademark and copyrights 

2017.06 Verified venture company in technology by TIPA 

2017.07 Registered for patent 
Systems and methods offering analyzing interface for predictions on games 
using data mining based on sports Big Data 
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INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY 

Registered for patent 
Time-series analysis system and method using data mining based on gathering 
and relation rules in Big Data environment 

2017.10 

2017.12 

2018.01 

ISO Verified eSports Pro Team Completed additional evaluation for data mining 

Registered for patent 
Server that offers methods to predict winner in sports games and virtual profit 
games using the methods 
Prediction system and methods using Big Data based on data mining 
Released Ddagoyo Pick on iOS 

2018.05 Awarded the prestigious Citizen Grand Prize in 2018  
(Organized by: Association of Journalists and Association of Journalists Union) 

2018.06 Grand Prize in Korea Innovative Frontier Award(2018) 
Grand Prize in Excellent Patent of Korea(2018) 
Applied for patent on automatic writing of news articles 
Applied patent for auto-compiling news articles 
MOU Contract for auto-manufacturing of robot articles (OSEN) 

2018.09 Partnership with Chunnam Techno University for eSports 
Renewed Ddagoyo Fortunes/Lotto, released app for iOS on 
AppStore 
KS Q ISO 9001:2015 / ISO 9001:2015 

2018.10 Naming sponsorship with PUBG Pro team ‘Big Picture’ 

2018.11 Patent Registered(System and methods for automatic sports 
news article through AI using Big Data) 

2018.12 Selected as family-friendly company(MOGEF) 

2019.01 Established APK PRINCE PUBG Pro Team 
eSports exchange partnership with KBS Sports Academy 

2018.03 Registered for patent 
A system and method for predicting results using Big Data based on data mining 
techniques 



Director 

(CFO)

Shinchang 

Kang 

Director LEE SUNG 

KOO 

Moon Seok 

hwa 

Director 

(CTO)

Sangmin 

Park 
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EXECUTIVE 

Danam Kim 



2017.02 

2018.03 

2018.04 

2018.05 

'What does a game created by a legend pro gamer look like?' Idea is power 

'Ddagoyo' of APK, Predicting sporting events based on intelligent data analysis 

APK's 'Ddagoyo' service, sports big data AI platform  

APK Big Data Analysis Platform 'Ddagoyo' Predicting the Results of the Game through 
Sports Data Analysis 

Sports outcome is predictable now through big data...Here comes a sports 
analysis platform 'Ddagoyo' 

APK Developed 'Ddagoyo' platform capable of analyzing sports big data 

Artificial Intelligence (AI), a flower in the 4th industrial revolution is 
applied in various fields from game to sports forecast 

Ddagoyo Big Data Sports Analysis Platform's Accuracy Opens New Era 

'Ddagoyo' of APK succeeded in analyzing sports games based on 
intelligent data 

Analysis of a sports game utilizing Big Data, led by 'Ddagoyo' of 
APPSKING 

Sports Analysis Accuracy Big Data Collection and Analysis Platform 'Ddagoyo' 
increased the odds.  

Big data-based sports game analysis web service 'Ddagoyo' heightens data 
analysis technology 

Big data-driven Ddagoyo increases Sports analysis accuracy for baseball, etc. 

Soccer Analysis Accuracy Increased by Sports Game Analysis Platform 
'Ddagoyo' 

Danam Kim, a CEO of APPSKING is awarded with 'Proud Korean citizen Grand 
Prize' for AI platform Ddagoyo 
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OSEN - Appsking sets out to co-develop 'Robot Article Production System'  

2018.06 

Predicting game outcome is the beauty of World Cup ... 'Ddagoyo' 
polular with real-time high soccer game  analysis accuracy 

APK, seeks to jointly build 'Robot Sports Article Production System' 

APK signs MOU with OSEN to 'develop Robot Article Production System' 

Uruguay - France - Belgium - Brazil, quarterfinal advancing teams in World Cup 
with sports big data 

2018.07 

Utilize A.I Big Data in Predicting Sports Winning Teams 

2018.08 

Uruguay - France - Belgium - Brazil, quarterfinal advancing teams in 
World Cup with sports big data 

2018.09 

APPSKING CO., LTD., made Industry-University Cooperation Agreement 
with Jeonnam Science University for E-Sports Development 

Asian Games Seen with Sports Big Data. Will Korea win gold medals in 
Baseball and Soccer? 

2018.10 

APK signed a naming sponsorship contract with Battleground 
professional team 'Big Picture' 

2019.01 

[Official] APK started aggressive action, founding battleground team after 
large-scale LOL rebuilding 

APK signed E-Sports related agreement with KBS Sports Art Science 
Institute 

'Rushing' APK concluded E-Sports Exchange Agreement with KBS Sports Art 
Science Institute 

2019.02 

[Solo] Pro-gaming team APK, built e-sports stadium in the middle of 
Gangnam 12 

PRESS 



Contributing to the development of the infrastructure for the construction of big 
data and artificial intelligence related with the government's 4th industrial 
revolution 
- Artificial Intelligence and Big Data, the core technology of the fourth industrial 
revolution of the Ministry of Science and ICT 
Supporting strategic tasks in the field of research 
 
AI Big Data is emerging as a new paradigm in ICT and a new growth engine 
 
AI Big data is recognized as intelligent data that reflects customer's needs, not 
simple information 
 
Develop technology to collect, analyze, reprocess and process large volumes of AI 
Big Data 
  - Reliability through verification 
 
Improving accuracy by deriving conclusions through weighting, re-grouping, 
associations, and clusters in the result data of each group 
 
Promoting technological credibility and expertise through intellectual property 
rights (trademark, patent, design, copyright) 
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Big Data Market Analysis 

Accelerating domestic and overseas big data market success rate 

- Domestic Big Data market will grow to $ 890 million by 2020 
- The global big data infrastructure market is expected to reach $ 48.6  
billion by 2019(Annual average growth rate of 21.3%). 

Increased use of IT-applied fusion sports  based on big data 

Technological development according to government mid-to long-term 
development plan (2014-2018) of sports industry 

- Vision: Creation of future growth engine through fusion and compounding 
- Fostering leading companies in the sports industry (KRW 154 billion) 
- Establishment of foundation for a virtuous circle of sports industry (18 billion 
won) 
- Expansion of sports potential demand (39 billion won) 
- Creating a fusion sports futures market (KRW 63 billion) 
- The size of the sports market will grow from KRW 37 trillion in 2013 to KRW 
54 trillion in 2018 
- Sports industry jobs increased from 230,000 in 2013 to 270,000 in 2018 

Expansion of market size as customers' needs increase in sports and leisure field 
(※ It is not a new market but a existing market with its target customers) 

- Sports community site (National Sports Promotion Corporation 2014. Running 
165,000) 
Among them, soccer has the largest share of 30,000. 
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Key core technology of Ddagoyo Pick 
 

Voluntary participation and fun factor increase customer interest in sports field  
Expanded application of ICT (Information and Communication Technology) such as 
AI Big data and data mining to sports field 
 
By using data mining technology with sports big data, it is possible to analyze which 
independent variables are important for the dependent variable of victory and 
predict winning team 
 
"Winning Team Prediction Program through Sports Big Data Collection, Analysis and 
Reprocessing" 

Development process 

Classification  Contents 

Technical Name 
Sports Winning Team AI Prediction Program Through sports big 

data collection, analysis and reprocessing 

Key words Data Mining, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, System S / W 

Application type 
API(JSON/XML/CSV/DB Dump/TXT) 
RAW DATA provision, Partial data 

How to apply 
Customized for each environment (by operating system and DB 

type) 

Application  range 
Server building, DB design, system S / W, data sales, solution 

building, consulting, 
Incubating a startup company that lacks technology and experience 

Application field 
Each sports club, government R/D institution, portal 

(NAVER/KAKAO), academic institution, media/broadcasting, sports 
community, sports marketing, brand valuation 15 
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Running a sports portal 
(http://ddagoyo.com) 

Content with Fun and expertise. Provide full data for big data sports fileds 

Community content: soccer, basketball, baseball, volleyball, football, golf, etc. 

Search "Ddagoyo" in each portal 

Classification Main Services 

Real-Time Winning 
Team Prediction 

(Patent) 
Real-Time Winning Team Prediction  

Real-time data Real-time match data, match schedule / results, first half score, etc. 

Winning Rate Previous records and  winning rate 

Match data 
Starting lineup, player information, total number of goals, goal statistics, ranking 

statistics, etc. 

Database Starting lineup, player information, player statistics, real time data, game data 

You can use in the same screen for each device without installing the application as it operates as a 
reaction type in PC, TABLET, and MOBILE  
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http://ddagoyo.com/


Sports portal Ddagoyo content, Ddagoyo web page response type 

News, Scoreboard, Pick information AI (Victory Prediction Program Patent), Fortune, Lotto Analyzer 

 
- Sports game information and real-time data for all sports such as soccer, basketball, hockey, 

volleyball, baseball, football, LOL, star are available and provides various contents such as player 
records, formation information, athlete information, SNS data and support. 

- Provide sports information data with 'fast', 'accurate', and 'professional' by providing real-time data. 
- Provide video content of APK players run by our company with YouTube video of LOL PROGAMER 

(exclusive portrait right) 
- In order to secure members, all contents are provided as Android and iPhone apps and individual 

applications are available. 
- Additional revenue from mobile field to content applications 
- Providing content that maximizes fun and pleasure 

Technical differentiation 
1. DB technology can provide customized partial data 
2. Real-time victory prediction (patent registration) 
3. Each data collection, analysis and processing process (patent registration) 
4. Video production of current LOL professional player 
5. Each content application 
6. Pursue clean sport 
7. Provide various APIs (XML, JSON, SQL DUMP, TXT, CSV) 
8. Provide independently on various platforms (Windows, Linux, Unix, Mobile) 
9. Provide service on mobile, tablet, PC with screen size that can be 
automatically adjusted according to each device 
10. Easy to use in widget form 
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Ddagoyo Pick Contents Application 

Ddagoyo Pick is a patented AI content that collects,  analyzes, reprocess big data, 
predicting a sports winning team and it is provided as an application (iPhone, 

Android), creating revenue by securing subscribers.  

- Provide global forecast information for soccer, hockey, basketball, baseball and volleyball 

- It is an objective indicator based on past data, not a factor of Picker and it is a payment 

method for one event, not one game (price differentiation) 

- Established payment system through in-app after finishing beta service 

- It costs 500 won for one-time use of Pick information and you can purchase a 10,000 won 

ticket that can be used up to 20 times for Ddagoyo pick use. 

- (* When 10-15% of 100,000 members use, they pay an average of 3 items per person, each 

with 10,000 won) 

- 15,000 * 3 * 10,000 * 12 = 5.4 billion won Sales 

- Additional revenue is generated from Google Ads AdSense or our own advertisements 

- (* Sports Pick of other companies are subject to factors, based on each game, not an entire 

event. So we have the competitiveness with Paid service of 500-1,000 won 
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Ddagoyo Lotto Contents Application 

The Lotto analyzer randomly generates numbers for fun with a function that excludes 
the number that was won recently. It also animates estimates winning number, which 
gives its users funny aspect and additional revenue is created for being provided in 

application (Android) and by securing subscribers. 

-  Ability to exclude recently won numbers 
   (Predicted second prize winning number for a 729th prize, participated 20,000 times) 
 
- Ddagoyo Pick up random lotto is completely free for members 

 
- Improve the reputation and credibility of Dadagoyo Pick through branding of Ddagoyo. 

 
- The aggregation of Google ads (AdSense) is based on three operated applications, creating 
   traffic, not individually and maximize advertising revenue with free apps 
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Ddagoyo Fortune Contents Application 

Ddagoyo Fortune is various fortune information contents for destiny telling, fortune 
telling, today's fortune, name interpretation, marital compatibility, horoscope, my birth 

fortune, dream interpretation, etc. It is provided as an app (Android) to generate 
additional revenue through membership 

- Information about destiny telling, fortune telling, today's fortune, name  
    interpretation, marital compatibility, horoscope, birth fortune, dream interpretation 
  
- Automatic Chinese character conversion function is provided for name interpretation  
 
- Ddagoyo Fortune is completely free and available to members 
 
- Improve the reputation and credibility of Ddagoyo Pick through branding. 
 
- The aggregation of Google ads (AdSense) generates traffic with 3 operated apps that 

are not independent, and it maximizes the advertisement revenue through free 
application. 
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e-sports LOL APK PRINCE Team Operation 

APK PRINCE e-sports Professional Team 

APK PRINCE Introduction 
2018. 08 Battleground Team "Big Picture" Naming sponsorship  
2019. 01 Battle Ground Team Foundation 
2019  Second place in LOL Challenger Korea spring  

The League of Legend APK PRINCE, newly launched in 2016, will present a new 
paradigm for e-sports culture by redefining the e-sports status, cultivating an 

independent culture in a rapidly changing e-sports culture environment and creating 
a voluntary participation culture for consumers and fans 

 
We will lead the development of the e-sports industry with innovative strategies and 

drastic driving force that can create an environment where people can enjoy e-
sports as a culture with sustainable growth. 

 
We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to all of you for your continued 
support and please look forward to a strong leap forward leading to a better 

tomorrow with unlimited value creation. 
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APK PRINCE YouTube Channel Video 

※ APK PRINCE YouTube Channel  

○ The trend of recognizing e-sports industry as official sports abroad 
-  Established sports club e-sports game team 
   (Valencia CF of Spain's Lariga, FC Schalke 04 of Germany's Bundesliga) 
- Sports star (Naimar, Shaquille O'Neill, Ronaldo) invested in e-sports 

 

○ Agreement with Naver TV on content provider partners 
- Imporve reliability and image enhancement of APK as a global broadcasting service 

 

○ Completed contract with global game companies building 
infrastructure and ecosystem of e-sports industry 
- Enhance the company image and publicity with the participation of APK PRINCE 

operated by APPSKING in the LEA league where big corporations such as Samsung, SK, 
CJ, KT, Longzhu and BBQ. 

-  Reliability and image enhancement of APK through YouTube global broadcasting service 
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APK PRINCE Naver TV channel video 

※ APK PRINCE NAVER TV Channel  

○ Content provider partner contract with Naver TV and  
- Reliability and image enhancement of APK as a global broadcasting service 

 
- Unlike YouTube, Naver TV grant uploading rights only after a partner contract is 
   concluded through its own examination. 
 
※ Naver will be rebranded as 'Naver TV' for brand name 'Naver TV cast' providing 
   various video contents and 'Naver Media Player' app focused on high-definition video 
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APPSKING CO., LTD. Is expanding its business area through various 
contents business. 
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e-sports ZONE Entertainment  Complex Center 

24-hour e-sports + complex multi-play facility (room escape, doll 
draw, game room, karaoke, VR room, cafe etc.) 

Held an amateur tournament 
Operate professional and amateur academies 
Established one center in Gangnam Station area (floating 
population of 1 million people) in 2018 

Build up to five centers in 2019 

e-sports ZONE Franchise 

Operation and management of original process such as 

manufacturing, sales and distribution of PC 

Host APK PRINCE's real-time games and events 

Provide hands-on learning equipped with professional player level 

game space 

Hold amateur tournament qualification 

Openings of 5 direct shops in 2019 

Joint E-sports ZONE promotion with game developers  
such as Riot (LOL) and Blue Hall (Battleground) 

Exclusive amateur tournament held at franchise 

Ability to train and manage professional athletes 

High understanding of e-sports industry 

High intimacy with game developers 

e-sports pro team operation know-how 

It is necessary to expand the domestic market with e-sports game developer 

Operate e-sports academy 

Universities, agency-linked professional 
athletes, leadership training colleges, 
agency-linked commentator / castor 
nurturing 

e-sports ZONE Facilities infrastructure business (in progress) 

Planning e-sports team founcation 
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“THANK YOU” 

APPSKING will succeed in business  
with strong enthusiasm. 


